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Contrast  - Sympathy, Empathy & Opposites 
 

A reader asks a terrific question; together with its answer from The Committee.   

 

The question: I feel I've had a mini breakthrough of understanding - If all souls are naturally 

compassionate, lovin , joyful empathetic and peaceful, then any good positive attribute one human has on 

earth is specifically chosen before incarnation, just like a negative basic personality trait is chosen for 

this life. For example I've always been secretly proud of my intense empathetic sympathetic nature but it's 

now occurred to me that that's nothing special or unique because we are each naturally empathetic in 

heaven . So does this mean we choose each and every good positive personality trait along with negative 

traits (example laziness or physical aggression) before we are born? Putting aside what we've learned or 

been shaped by once living on earth. 

 

Responds The Committee: So like Yoda we speak you say? Not you who have asked this question, 

but others among you, from time and again. To this we say, thank you. To achieve what a popular 

character of human fiction achieves, a great compliment it is. It is. 

 

To continue speaking in Yodish, if this name for the manner of our word strings you prefer, say we that 

this reader has highlighted contrast. This reader has identified a main aspect of human life, a key reason 

you incarnate, to feel contrast. It erases surprise to know the result. Why does the outcome always 

fascinate the unaware? Because so few outcomes are known, because the result is up in the air. Why 

attempt anything if the answer is already available? Removal of answers negates the question. 

 

Wonder might the many of you about the absence of alien extraterrestrial intervention, popularly known 

as disclosure. Revelation we say fits this better, for disclosure suggests concealment; this is what humans 

do to one another, against the interest of the unaware. Alien extraterrestrials are not concealing their 

presence, many humans know of them in some detail. Such humans chosen for contact are the non-

disclosers. The demonstration of alien extraterrestrial presence near Earth, by such visitors, will be 

revelation of what has not been openly shown. So you see we hope, the subtly yet important difference. 

 

Touch this subject of ETs we do, in answer to the reader question, to provide an example of contrasts. 

Life on Earth is fascinating to the observer extraterrestrial, as it is to all of you. Such visitor observer 

enjoys the unknown outcome as much as does the reader of a cliffhanger novel, as the some of you are 

given to write and many read. To intervene and distort the thrill of the ending removes all purpose, need 

and want for reading the novel in the first instance, if it is done too many a time, too often.   

 

Your life on Earth likewise loses much value to you, if the outcome is foretold and you know that, in 

advance, along the Earth sequential timeline. Why attempt education if the good opportunity you believe 

it might create, will simply materialize anyway? Any of you having undergone education of any form 

know, much beyond the subject matter and material presented in a specific class or course, is acquired.  

 

Of all the characteristics to a human personality available, which is as unlimited as your soul and 

experience, you choose the several to apply to your life and at a specific circumstance. How humans then 

choose to classify each as good or bad, is also a function of the circumstances and choices made by all 

participants. These are not cast in stone upon birth; you consult and confer with yourself and your 

Guardian Angel Guides when asleep, and also with the guides of all who will affect you, and whom you 

shall affect with your actions. Daily we say, in nearly all cases of all humans. 



 

You cannot choose a storm, but you may choose to be where one happens. You do not cause lightning, 

but you can involve yourself with the spark, if you wish. You then choose your actions and reactions.  

 

A decision to be secretly proud of sympathy and empathy are not a secret - do you believe others 

surrounding you do not know? You choose to be humble and allow others to observe. They also have the 

choice to emulate you, and that can only lead to inspiration in observers who have chosen otherwise. 

 

Many qualities humans display are relative to the backdrop in which exercised. From this you all learn 

contrast, comparison and effect. Well have you done, and well do you all perform. If not the case were 

this, you would not be human and not on Earth.   

 

To conclude and respond to your final question, we say yes.  

 

Be well all, come again when you can.  

  


